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Introduction
The Information Security industry is growing and registering a compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
of 14.5% during 2021-2026. The market for Cybersecurity/IT governance, risk and compliance (GRC)
software is also experiencing strong growth as business leaders look for solutions to meet the
challenges of cybersecurity threats, regulatory changes, third-party exposure, and reputation risk.
As we expand into global markets, we are building a robust network of channel partnerships to
support customer requirements worldwide. We truly believe that our channel partners are the
cornerstone to our success and Zartech is committed to building and maintaining strong, mutually
beneficial partnerships around the globe. Zartech’s Partner Program allows our consulting partners,
managed service providers and security solution providers to better serve their clients by helping
them reduce their cyber risk and uncover new revenue opportunities for them.

Partner Program Benefits
Revenue Sharing: We’ll pay you for the lifetime of every Cyberator solution you help us sell.
Since customers stay with us for years - you can expect getting multiple payments from
every single account you bring our way. We'll share 30% of the revenue on the first year and
then 20% of the revenue on all renewals.
Co-selling: Work together to provide holistic solutions to each other's customer base. We’re
here to help you every step of the way with answers, resources, and support for anything you
need.
Branding: Your partner profile will be listed on our website, and we will have the opportunity
to participate in co-marketing plans. Gain visibility and awareness in the industry with
trustworthy security solutions.

Call (214) 934-4536

or sign-up at zartech.net/partnership

Zartech

Grow your business
with Zartech!
Become a Zartech channel reseller and
boost your organization’s portfolio with
the ability to re-sell our solutions
across industries and regions
worldwide.
To help you succeed, we provide:
Access to Online Partner Portal
with lots of useful resources
Deal registration option
Guided training, and customer
support
Sales engineers to support you on
closing the deals

Zartech offers an innovative cybersecurity, governance, risk and compliance solution (SaaS) that helps
organizations improve their cyber security defenses, reduce business risk, and meet regulatory
compliance needs. The solution is industry and geo-location agnostic.

What You Can Offer

Cybersecurity/GRC Solution: Re-sell an innovative solution that gives organizations a 360°
view of their entire cyber risk exposure and then helps manage and reduce it
Cybersecurity Risk Assessment: Leverage our automated diagnostic tool to conduct IT
security risk assessments for your clients. Cyberator provides the ability to leverage and align
deeply effective security frameworks with the organization's core objectives, to easily build
an actionable roadmap for instant implementation. Automated comprehensive reports
DoD's CMMC Certification Preparation: Leverage our innovative CMMC solution to help 360+
DoD Contractor's prepare for the certification. Cyberator helps you assess the readiness,
develops the project plan for you to manage, and generates the audit documentation. It
drastically reduces the time and effort to prepare for a CMMC audit!
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